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S Ü M M A B Y

KBSULTS

A preliminary reconnaissanee survey of Uruguay for nuclear
raw materials has been completed. Over 7?700 kilometers have been
surveyed by carborne scintillometer and 112 radioactive anomalies
have been discovered.

^avourable áreas with high incidence of anomalies and indica-
tions of uranium oceurrences have been de-limited in the Minas-
Aigua, Valentines-Treinta y Tres, Las Cañas, Minas de Corrales and
Meló aréas. A possibly important indication of uranium at Paso de
Las Piedras, Department of Durazno, has also 'been discovered by
otker means.

The área investigated only comprises 0.83^ of the total área
of Uruguay and the high incidence of anomalies discovered and the
other indications of uranium within this área are favourable and
encouraging factors for further work,

RECQMMSNPATIONS

1. An immediate continuation programme for the first half of 1966
has been outlined and involves the checking of anomalies found
in 1965"and the preliminary assessment of uranium oceurrences.
The cost of this work would be at the same rate as has been
incurred in late 1965»

2. A technical case has been made out for a long-term programme
for prospection and development of nuclear raw materials, büt
the policy on whether it should be started at this time, its
extent, future natíonal valué and how it should be financed,
administered and executed should be first considered.

Uranium is at present in over-supply in the western world and
there appears to be little opportunity for sales from new sources
up to the early or mid-1970's. From the early 1970 fs onwards the
prospection, development and production of uranium will probably
be accelerated to keep pace with increasing demand for nuclear
power fuel. The initiation of a long-term prospecting programme
in 1966 may, therefore, be very correct timing to take advantage of
this projected increased demand if economic reserves are also proved.

A long-term national programme would be planned in succeeding
phases of evaluation work and no major expendíture would be made on
a new phase unbil at least mínimum success had been proved in the
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preceeding phases. If minimum success were proved on all phases
then such a programme would be likely to last at least five years,
involve a minimum operating expense of about US$ 600,000 and a
capital expenditure of US^ 250,000 and require a sénior staff of up
to 45 persons. If uranium were found, it would only be of interest
if it could be produced at a price below or comparable with existing
or forecast world prices. "Minimum success" for a programme on this
scale means the discovory of approximately 500 tons U-JOQ recover-
able at under ~QS% 8*00 per pound and this is not a large tonnage n

in terms of discoveries in other eountrios. *

If a long-term programme were decided upon, then it would be
preferable that a new organization should be set up to deal with *
it. Ideally, this should be a raw materials departmont of a re-
organized and executive National Atomic Energy Commission, respons-
ible only to a high Government level and drawing its own funds to
finance all operational projects.

A recommended technical programme has beon worked out to cover
the period 1966 to 1970. The most important early requirement is
an aerial scintillometor survoy of favourable arcas. A first season
programme of 28,000 square kilometers has been recommendod. Pollow^
up ground survey phases and drilling and mining programmes are also
suggested.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The raost immediate requirement is for aerial scintillometer
survey equipment. This equipment should be hired and not purchased.

The expert suggests that the International Atomic Bnergy Agency
might be approached to próvido the equipment and an expert to train
personnel.

Another convenient and practical possibility would be with the
assistance of the Argentine CNEA whom the oxport understands would
be willing to cooperate in this matter. The possibility could be
explored through the interraediary of the IAUAj or directly between
Governments.

It is also reconunended that the Uruguayan counterpart officers
visit the Argentine Raw Materials Directorate of tho CNSA to study
organization and all technical aspects.

If a long-term programme is resolved upon, then the assistance
of an expert to advise and help direct the programmo over the years
1967 to 1969 should be requested from IAEA.

*
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FSLLOWSHIPS

There is a considerable requirement for highor education
in the mineral procurement and assessmont field in Uruguay» Applica-
tion to the Agoncy for fellowships for the prosent counterpart
officers to cover advanced mineral procurement should be made. Other
fellowships covering more specific fields such as prospection, drilling
and mining operations should also be considered.

BERING HEAVY MINERAL COASTAL SANDS

Prospection work by the División of Scientific Investigations
of ANCAP since 1950 has proved a reserve of three million tons of
heavy minerals at Aguas Dulces and mdicated the probability of a
further 20 million tons at other áreas along tho Eastern coasts,
Present valúes are of the order of U3% 25.00 per ton of heavies,

Laboratory work has shown that there is no technical problera
involved in the recovery and high-grade concentration of the con-
stituent minerals, ilmenite, rutile, zircon and monazite* The
calculated monazito reservo rnay have a content of thorium and
uranium of the order of 6,000 ton ThOp and 350 ton U\0Q.

No production from the heavy mineral sands has yet been at-
tompted.

Preliminary studies by ANCAP foresee considerable economic dif-
ficulties in marketing, due mainly to the transport costs of the
final produets.

The writer recommcnds that ANCAP requost the assistance of an
experienced heavy minerals cónsultant engineer from the United
Nations to study the whole problem and advise espocially on pro-
duction costs and marketing possibilities and te initiate pilót
plant production on an industrial scalo.
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INTRODUCCIÓN

Terms of Reference of the Assignment

The Government of the Republio Oriental del Uruguay made a
request to the International Atomic Energy Ag&ncy in 1964 for tho
assistance of an expert in prospeotion for nuclear raw mate-rials.
Tho duties of the one year assignraent were described in the fol-
lowing termas

1. To advise on the development of a programme of proapection
for uranium and othor nuclear raw materials.

2. To particípate in fiold operations of nuclear raw materials
prospection and train ñatíónal staff.

The above request originated from the Goochemical Section of
the Faculty of Chemistry of the University of Uruguay in January
1964 in association with the Administración Nacional de Combusti-
bles Alcohol y Portland (AJÜCAP) and the Institute of Geology and
was sponsored by the Comisión National de "Energía Atómica (CNEA).

The stated intention was to develop a prospecting programme ,
by using mobile carborne scintillometer me-thods and geochemical
techniquos.

Previous nuclear raw material prospecting work in Uruguay had
baen limited to the investigation of one small radioactivo anomaly
in the batholith of Sauce do Pan de Azúcar and carborne prospecting
with a hand held scintillometer in the Department of Treinta y Tres.
More extensivo and detailed work had, however, aj.ready been done by
ANCAP on the monazite bearing coastal beach sands,

The expert arrived in Montevideo on 15th January 1965 in order
to fulfill tho above request.

Preiiminary discussions with a representativo committee
sponsored by the CFSA and drawn from the above organizations re-
vealed complete agreement that the 1965 prográmelo should be regarded
as a low cost ¿reliminary reconnaissance, designed to assess the
radioactive minerals possibilities in a country whore little pre-
vious work had been done but whore the geological conditions are
generally favourable»

It was agreed that the carborne scintillometer would be tho
most suitable tool for this purpose and the programme was redefined
as followss

1. Preiiminary geological reconnaissance survoys.

2. Carborne scintillometer surveys,

a. General survey to define áreas of higher favourability

b. Systematic surveys of more favourable áreas
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„ 3. Follow-up evaluation work on any major anomalios found.

4. Assessment or advisory work on the heavy mineral beach sands.

ítems 2 and 3 includod tho training of Uruguayan staff.

In addition to this roquest for technical assistance to IASA,
the CNSA, on its own initiative in mid-1964 entered into negotiation
with the Commissariat á l'Energie Atomiquc de France (CEA) fox
technical cooperation in nuclear sciences0 In lato September 1965
a group of three Fronch sciontists from CEA under M.A. Grimbert
arrived in Uruguay to carry out a programme of goochomical prospection
for uranium,

Goographical Note on Uruguay

The Republic Oriental del Uruguay is located between 30 and
35 latitude South and 53 and 59 longitude Wost. Its shape is
that of a triangle opening out to the sea, bordorod by Brazil to
the ÍTorth, Argentina to the West and the Atlantic Ocoan and the
River Píate to the East and South. It covers an área of 187,225
square kilometers or 72,172 square miles. Tho terrain is gently un-
dulating with the altitude mainly between sea level and 200 meters.
The máximum altitude of 501 meters is reached in the Sierra de las
Animas about 70 kilometers ^ast of Montevideo, Uruguay is crossed
by many rivers, the chief of which is the Rio Negro in the conter
of the country, On this river there is a dam for the major hydro-
electrie project of the country, which forms a largo artificial
lake known as Rincón del Bonete betwoen the Departments of Tacua-
rembó and Durazno. The country is divided into nineteen Departments
each with its own capital.

Over óOfo of the country is covered by range grassland. Arable
land amounts to about 10°/? and natural and planted forest to about
2,5% of the total área of the country. The extensive very deep soil
áreas found in the Argentino aro not coramon in Uruguay where rock
outerops are relatively freqaent, All these features make Uruguay
extremely well adapted for gcological and geophysical exploration
whether by aerial or ground methods0

A series of principal highways radiate from Montevideo some of
which are asphalted. Secondary roads give communication between tho
district capitals and small towns and are mainly all-weather roads.

Extensivo un-sUrfaced "campo" roads exist between villagos and
through estancias. Some of these may not be ne-gotiablo in bad
weather, and a four wheel drive vehiclo is a nocessity. IJven so,
the kilometer-area ratio for all Uruguayan roads is higher than in
any other country in Latin America. The country is therefore very
suitable for the use of a carborne scintillometer as a prospecting
tool.
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Unfortuíiately the basic topograpMc map and aerial photograph
sltuation is not very satisfactory. Thoro is a topographic map on
the scale of 1:500,000 and Department maps on the scale óf lsl00,000
exist "but are of varying standard. Topographic map coverage on the
scale of ls50,000 exists for the coastal regions and some special
áreas of the interior only. Aerial photographic coverage is also
very limited but work is now proceeding on this and some important
áreas have been photographod during 1965»

General Situation

During 1965) Uruguay has sufferéd sovere fináncial and dconomic
difficulties which have had some adverse effect on the project. The
fináncial problems of the Government have "been reflected in the diffi-
culties encountered in obtaining resources to rían the prospecting
programme. Strikes of Government and Municipal workers have be.en
frequent and have included the personnel of the XJniversity and the
Ministries connected with the project. The TJruguayan peso has
suffered considerable dcvaluation during the year and import re-
strictions have been placed on a wide variety of imported materials.

Summary of tho Geology of Uruguay

The geology of Uruguay can roughly be sub-divided into five
principal types covering six fairly well marked áreas. TheSe are
indicated on Figure 2 (a).

1. The southern and eastorn two-thirds of the country consist
of Pre-Cambrian crystalline basement schists and gneisses,
granites and the "Serie de Minas11 composed of a variety of
metamorphic rocks.

2. In the north-east córner of Uruguay, in a triangle approximately
defined by the towns of Rivera and Meló to the north and with
an apex somewhat to the south of the artificial lake of Rincón
del Bonete there is an extensive área of sedimonts, ranging in
age from Devonian to Upper Triassic and including all the Gond-
wana sediments of the country* These sodimonts range from con-
glomerates, courso and fino sandstones, siltstones and somo lime4-
stones. A window of Pre-Cambrian crystallinc basement rocks
exists in the middle of these rocks near the txywn of Minas de
Corrales.

3. In the west of the country, bounded by tho river Uruguay and ex-
tending from Salto in tho north to near Nueva Palmira in the
south there is an área of Crotaceous and Tertiary sediments9
mainij" sandstones and siltstones with some limestones.
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4» All of the north-west of.tne country, extending as far south as
the town of Durazno is covercd by Neo-Gondwana volcanic rocks,
mainly basalts. A smaller arca of these rocks is also found
overlying the Pre-Cambrian rocks near Minas.

5. Two extensive áreas of Ploistocene and Recent sodiments occur
in the south, the first along tho eastern Morder with Brazil in
the low lying ground near the Laguna Merin and the second to the
north of Montevideo, in the so-called "graben" of Santa Lucía,

Major structural foatures are not prominente The "graben" of
Santa Lucía is reputed to be bounded by two S.N.3. trending fault
systems, one immediately north of Montevideo and the other trending
from the coas tal town of Colonia through tho tov/n of San José de
Mayo. These structures appear to abut on the north-south trending
zone of tho "Serie de Minas" and may reappear north-west of Minas
bounding Gondwana age volcanics,

Metalliferous occurrences in Uruguay are relativoly few. Small
occurrences of copper, load and zinc are located in the "Serie de
Minas" mainly to the south of the town of Minas, Some of these wero
worked on a small scalo in the 1920s and 193Os« Small gold occur-
rences are also reputed to exist in this área. An oíd gold mine, no
longor in operation exists m the north of the country near the town
of Minas de Corrales. TSxtensive, but as yet unexploited, low grade
iron ore deposits exist near the village of Valentines on the boundary
between the Departments of Florida and Treinta y Tres, Other iron
ore deposits exist in the Departments of Rivera, Durazno and Lavalleja.
These locations are indicated on Figure 2 (b)e

Extensivo heavy mineral beach sand deposits of ilmenite, rutile
zircon and monazite are known all along the eastern coast line from
Atlántida to the Brazilian border. Some occurrences to the west of
Montevideo have also been roported.

Favourable Áreas for Uranium Mineralization

The geology of Uruguay when compared to the geological environ-
monts of uranium occurrences in other parts of the world could be
considered as reasonably favourable for the discovery of uranium
mineralse

The crystalline basoment áreas, particularly in the regions of
granitic intrusives and near metalliferous occurrences would always
be considered as generally favourable and these conditions are ful-
fillod in the Minas, Valentines and Mines de Corrales áreas,

Of the sodimentary áreas the Devonian-Gondwana área of the
north-east would appear to be the most favourable, Besides their
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general host rock favourability, their relatively cióse association
with the motalliferous áreas in the Pre-Cambrian rocks, i.e. the
Valentines -ancL Minas de Corrales áreas, is a favourable factor.

With apparently less favourability, but still of interest there
is the extensive Cretaceoüs-Tertiary sedimentary área of the west of
the country.

The two Pleistocene—Eocent áreas of Laguna Merin and Santa
Lucía are probably of little interest. The volcanic arca of the north
and west can probably be ruled out as of no intorest.

After the initial study of the geology of Uruguay the writer
therefore summarized the order of favourability for uranium minerali-
sation as followss

Favourable

1. Pre-Cambrian basoment áreas near granitos, other metalli-
ferous occurrences and major structural foatures,

2. Other Pre-Cambrian arcas.

3. Devonian and Gondwana sodimentary áreas.

Possible

4» Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary áreas.

UnfavQurable

5. Pleistocene and Recont Sedimentary áreas.

6. Neo-Gondwana volcanic áreas.

Previous Nuclear Raw Materials Prospecting

A radioactive anomaly was discovered in May 1949 within the
batholith of Sauce de Pan de Azúcar in the Department of Maldonado*
Tho anomaly was invostigated by ANCAP staff of the División of
Scientific Invcstigations, Pando Laboratories, under the direction
of Ing. Walter S. Hill in 1955 and 1956. A small grid map was made
of the área, a trench was dug and seven shallow drill holes were
put in, Laboratory investigations were done and zircon and urano-
thorite were identified as the source of the radioactivity. The
oocurrence is small and no further work was done.

In 1958 and 1961 ANCAP carried out a prospecting programme in
the Department of Treinta y Tres. A hand-held scintillometer was
carried in a jeep over the available roads in the aroa west of the
town of Treinta y Tres as far as the Department bouhdary near Valen-
tines. Some 16 radioactive anomalies were found and locatod on a map,
lío follow-up work was done.



WOBK ACCOMPLISH-BD DURING 1963 PROGRAHME

The primary requirement in 1965 was a low cost preliminary
reconnaissance survey on a national scale, and the programme out-
lined above under "Terms of Reference" was therefore planned and
initiated.

Instrument Requirement and Availability

The total funds made available to the Uruguayan Government by
IASA for instruments for the 1965 Programme amounted to US$ 5>000.

No instruments had been ordered through IAEA at the time of
the expert's arrival in Uruguay.,

The principal requirement was the set of carborne scintillo-
meter equipment but at least three Geiger counters or portable
scintillometers for follow-up field work were also necessary*

The expert was aware that the purchase of the carborne equip-
ment within the budgeted amount and with rapid delivery would be
extremely difficult to fulfill and therefore suggested that the most
practical method of getting the programme going at the earliest possi-
ble stage would be to hire equipment, This was agreed to by the
Uruguayan authorities and by IAEA and a set of equipment consisting ofs „

One scintillometer detector unit Type 1444 A
One ratemeter Type 1444 A
One recorder Type 1487 A with alarm unit

and all necessary accessory equipment and rolls of recorder paper
was hired from the Atomic Energy División of the British Geological
Survey through the Agency at a cost of US$ 50«00 per month. This
did not however prejudice the eventual delivery of carborne equip-
ment on a permanent basis to tho Uruguayan Government from IASA
when such becarne available.

The hired equipment was air freighted from London in early April
but was not released from tho customs until lOth May. Difficulties
in obtaining a suitable vehicle were encountered but finally an
Austin Gypsy four-wheel drive vehicle was provided by ANCAP. The
preparation and fitting out of the vehicle took a further few weeks
and it was not until the 14th of June that the equipment and vehicle
were operational.

The first part of tho equipment provided by the Agency to the
Uruguayan Government on a permanent basis, consisting of three Gamma-
meters GMT3 and one borehole probé MB 3G 12 suitable for use with
the GMT 3T instruments arrived in early September.



The carborne scintillometer equipment to be provided on a per-
manent basis was ordered in mid-yoar from Baird-Atomic Inc., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, U.S.A., but had not arrived xn Uruguay before the end
of the expert's assignment.

During the earlier part of the year no suitablo portable Geiger
counter or scintillometer equipraent was availablo although oíd un-
serviceable models existed both in the Paculty of Chemistry and AKFCAP.

Beta-scaler equipment suitable for radiometric analyses of
powder samples oxists at both the Pando Laboratories of ANCAP and in
the Faculty of Chemistry although no standard samples of uranium ores
are available for comparison.

With the arrival of the CEA team from Prance in later September
the instrument position for the general programme was greatly improved
as thoy brought six S.R.A.T» portable scintillometcrs and three
Gammameters, as well as complete geochemical prospecting equipment.

Carborne Scintillometer Survey.

Summary

The work: accomplished and the results obtained from June to
December 1965 may be summarized as followss

Number of Total Number of íTumber of Number of
Working Kilometers Radioactive Anomalies Anomalies
Days Surveyed Anomalies Re-checked Recommended for

Di seo ve red further work

72 7,720 112 54 22

Owing to lost timo dúo to repais to both the equipment and the
vehicle,. to staffing difficulties and general administrative problems
such as the imtial delay in getting the equipraent operational, the
number of working days and the kilometers surveyed are only about
oné third of the amount which the expert estimated should have been
possible from the time the oquipment arrived in the country in early
April. Nevertheless, in regaré, to the number of anomalies discovered,
the programme must be considered as a success.

Working Technique

The equipment consists of a detector unit, a ratemeter unit and
an automatic recorder unit. The detector unit was mounted on a tripod
abovo a platform fírmly fixed to tho roof of tho vehicle and thus
about three meters above the ground. The ratemeter and tho automatic
recording unit were fixed in positions within the cabine of the vehicle.
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In normal operatiOn only two perdons aro required; a driver and
an operat<Dr, who, besides working the instruments and recording the
survey data^ should have somo knowledge of geology and the raode of
radioactive occurrences.

The operator records all working facts on a daily operational
log sheet. He also records the route followed on a map or aerial
photograph.

When set on ratemeter range "2", background radioactivity on
clean silica sand or volcanic áreas normally gives a reading of 10,
This somewhat arbitrary figure has been used as "normal background'1

and a radioactive anomaly has been defined as a reading of 25 or
over, that is, two and a half times normal background.

In operation, such anomalies are automatically recorded on the
recorder paper and the exact geographic location of an anomaly is
recorded on the log sheet and the map or photograph by the operator.

Further records kept are the .veekly report sheet, the map sheet
record of anomalies and the individual anomaly record»

As no complete coverago of Uruguay by ls50,000 topographic
maps ñor by aerial photogr^phs exists, the base map which was used
for the survey was the Is500,000 Carta Geografía of the Servicio
Geográfico Militar, photographically onlarged to the lsl00,000 scale
and divided into thirty-two sepárate sheets.

These lsl00,000 shoets were numbered and named (Figure No.1 and
Appendix No.l) and formed tho base map of the survey.

Despite the fact that in some parts of the country much more
satisfactory aerial photographs and 1§50,000 topographic maps can be
used for the actual field work the naming and numbering of anomalies
has been related to the lsl00?000 map sheets as. being the only system
giving complete coverage.

Anomalies diacoverod within a lsl00,000 sheot have been numbered
consecutively in order of discovery and reforrod to as, for example,
"Anoraaly 7 (26)" being tho seventh anomaly discovered in the Aigua
sheet No» 26. A brief location de^cription should also be added thuss

"Anomaly 7 (26)near kilometer post 159 on Route 8, Minas to Treinta
y Tres".

Parallel with these records the Is500,000 topographic and
geological maps with the anomalies discoverod located on them have
boen maintained in the headq.uarters office, The essential facts of
these two maps are indicated on Figures 1 and 2.

At the end of the expert's assignment all these records were up
to date and it is strongly recommended that the system be maintained
as a basis for all future work on nuclear raw materials in Uruguay.
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Anomalies Disoovered

1. Preliminary General Reoonnaissanoe Survey

A reconnaissance survey was first made over all \he principal
geological and geographic áreas of the country, to obtain first
ovidence on potential favourability»

The survey covered 2,720 kilometers and 18 radioactivo anomalies
were discoverod. Of these, 13 were in Pre-Cambrian rocks (seven in
crystalline schists and gneisses and six in granites or granitic
gneiss), two were in Gondwana sedimenta (the San Gregorio basal
formation near Molo) and tho other three wore due to- monazite beach
sand áreas on the coast.

No anomalies were found in the Cretacious-Terti&ry formation
although in a few locations the radioactivity recorded approached the
anomaly limit. No anomalies were recorded in the 643 kilometers
covered in the Neo-Gondwana rocks of the north.

Geographically all the anomalies except one were found in the
eastern half of the country, principally in the Minas-Aiguá área.

The results of the preliminary reconnaissance survey was success-
ful in indicating a considerable number of previously unknown anomalies
thus giving encouragement for more systematic work. The results were
al so in accordance with the predicted favourability pattern.

During the remainder of the working period both general and
systematic work was done in favourable áreas. The añonad lists are
given in Appendix No. 1 and the routes covered and the locations of
anomalies are shown on Figures No. 1 and 2,

The principal áreas of anomalies may be briefly described as
followss

2. Piriápolis - Minas - Aiguá - Velázquez - Rocha Ajea.

This extensive área in the south-east of the country contained
in parts of Sheets 25, 26, 30 and 31 is in Pre-Cambrian rocks including
crystalline schists and gneisses, granites and the metamorphosed rocks
of the "Serie de Minas". Some more recent volcanic rocks lie ímméd.iately
north of the near Aiguá. The área includes somo of the"more' highly
faulty and structurally important sections of ,the country and also
includes the small copper, lead and zinc occurrences in hydrpthermal
veins, and a few iron ore occurrences* The* previously known anomaly
in the batholith of Sauce do Pan de Azúcar is within the área.

Porty anomalies out of the total of 115 have been located
in the área.

Of this total 28 have been checked on the ground and eight of
these have been recommended for further work.
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Many of the anomalios inspected and dismissed as of no further
interest, origínate from abnormally radioactivo zones in granito or
granitic gneiss and show no features which could be potontial host
structures.

This is the type of occurrence found in the batholith of Sauce
de Pan de Azúcar in 1949. It is possible that these are due i;o
segregation of weakly radioactive accessory minerals (possibly thorium
minerals) in these rocks. Furthei raineralogical studies should "be
done on this problem.

Sorae of the more interesting anoraalies are as followss

Anomaly 1 (25) km 134 on Route 8 ÜTorth of Minas

The carborne scintillometer recorded only a three times back-
ground anomaly but on ground checking the radioactivity was found
to origínate from a poorly defined, hematitic-jaspa? alte.ration zone
striking N45 E in granitic gneiss. A máximum G-ammameter valué of
120 was registered on the structure. Indications of fresh pyrite
in the altered zone is a favourable feature. lío secondary uranium
minerals were seen. A map of the occurrence is shown as Figure Fo. 5.

Although of little apparent importance in itself, it was the
first indication of a classic type of uranium occurrence, the hema—
titic-jasper type hydrothermal vein structure, and there is the possi-
bility that other such veins may exist in this structurally favourable
área»

Anomaly 12 J2>). Three kms. West of Houte 12 and 10 kms south
of its Junction with Eoute 60

carborne scintillometer gave a reading of 30 and it was
found that the cause was due to loóse quartz boulders giving readings
of up to l60 on the Gammameter. These boulders probably origínate from
same nearby vein structure. Traversing and grid mapping should be done
to lócate the host structure. The possibility that the radioactivity
is due to a thorium mineral should be examined.

Anomaly 23 (26). Km 33 to km 46 on Route 15* Rocha to Velázquez

One of the most extensive continuous anomalies found vas a 13
kilometer section of Route 15 immediately north of Rocha. The carborne
scintillometer recorded continuous valúes of between 25 and 45 over
the whole section, While the cause may be a high density of radio-
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active accessory minerals, possibly thoriura bearing, in the granitio
rock the área should nevertheless be checked in detail.

The high density of radioactive anomalies in this whole área
calis for a considerable araount of further work, both mineralogical
and field prospecting*

The French CEA group have completad a geochemical survey of
an área between Pan de Azúcar and Minas as part of their programme.

3. Valentines - Treinta y Tres Área

Part of the área covered hy the ANCAP prospe-cting team in 1960
in the Department of Treinta y Tres was checked by the carborne
scintillometer and the expert extended the work to include the
Valentines iron ore área which has been mapped and studiéd éx-
tensivaly by Q.I. Jorge Bossi.

Thirty-four anomalies were located in a comparatively small
área in sheet 20 and 21 at the junction zone of three Departmentss
Treinta y Tres, Durazno and Florida. These included only three of
the anomalies originally found in the ANCAP prospection of 1958 and
1961.

Many of the anomalies discovered proved to ©riginate from well
exposed unfractured rock áreas and are probably due to segregations
of radioactive accessory minerals. Extensive anomalies in the granitio
rocks, South of Illencas, are of this type. Some of tho anomalies are
however of greater interest.

Anomaly 12 (20). Valentines Mine Road, 6 kms from Junotion with R.7

At this lo catión a sharply defined anpmaly giving a reaíiing
of 4 5 times background was found. Ground inspection revealed a highly
radioactive source giving Gammameter readings of up to 700. An align-
ment of hlgh radioactive valúes oould be traced through the nearby
pasture fields. The occurrence was grid mapped (Figure 4) and valúes ÉSk
were found to extend for 250 meters, clearly suggesting a veín struoture ^^,
although actual outcrop was only visible on the road. The possible
extensión beyond this mapped área has not yet been fully investigated,

Later laboratory examination and a chemical analysis by the CEA
group auggests that the radioactive source is a thorium mineral,
possibly allanite*
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Despite- this, the occurrence should be more fully investigated
by systematic trenohing and sampling, because an apparent vein structure
of this extent carrying thorium - rare earth minerals may'be of interest
in itself.

Several other anomalies of possibly the samo type were rocorded
on the entry road to Valentines mine (Figure lío. 4)«

To the east of Valentines village in the üepartment of Treinta
y Tres a'numbér of high anomalies were found which will reqüire care-
ful ground checking.

One anomaly of a different type was found a little to the north-
west of this área in a sedimentary formation.

Anomaly 18 (20) 6.0 kms. South of Las Canas on Route 6

The oountry rock in this área is a coarse-grained sandstone of
Devonian age. Within this formation some highly ferruginous zones occur,
one of which 'at Paso del Medio and knora as the. "Las Palma-s11 deposit
reaches iron ore grade and has been the subject of earlier investigations
by the Institute of Geology.

The "Las Palmas" deposit was not visited^but on the nearby Las
Cañas road one of the ferruginous zones gave a marked anomaly reach-
ing 3.7 times background.

The radioactivity was found to emanate from irregular zones
within the hematitite-limonite áreas. Readings of up to 150 were ob-
tained on the Gammameter.

Analysis of a small grab sample by the CEA group gave a valué
of 0.0169$ U. Further investígation of the anomaly is required and
also the examination of the other ferruginous zones in this sedimentary
formation, including the "Las Palmas" iron ore doposit»

4» La Paz - Las Piedras Área

During the general reconnaissance survey, unusually high radio-
activity was noted on many roads immediately surrounding Montevideo
and the cause of this was traced to roadstone originating from quarries
in the La Paz - Las Piedras área about 15 to 25 kíbmeters north of
Montevideo, where there is a small área of Pre-Cambrian granite ex-
tensively opened up by roadstone and building stone quarries. The
granite is coarse-grained, frequently kaolinised and hematitised and
very broken. Some north-south trending basic dykes occur and although
there are well marked joint planes, there are few faults or hydro-
thermal veins or signs of metallisation.
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The re is a high road density in the área and after a pre-
liminary survey a detailed map of the radioaotivity was made using
aerial photographs as base* A complementary geologioal and structural
map has been oompleted by Q.I. .Jorge Bossi. Twenty anomalies were
found, mainly within the roadstone quarries.

There is no marked increase in radioactivity in the few veins
and faults which exist and in at least one case, high anomalous radio-
activity (l40 on the Gammameter) ís clearly associated with a segre-
gation line of dark coloured minerals in an exposure of unaltered
granite. A thin section of this material studies by Q.I. H. Goso in
tho Institute of Goology showed a marked concentration of allanite
and zircon.

Further work tended to confirm that all the anomalies were of
this type and the lack of host structures, the lack of concentration
of radioactivity in structures, the absence of the common secondary
uranium minerals and the absenco of metallisation, are all unfavóur-
able for tne discovery of economic uranium deposits,.

The field studies already completed should however be complemented
with mineralogical, petrological and chemical examinations to determine ÉÉk
the exact origin of the anomalies. ^ ^

5. Other Áreas

Granites - Granites of a type similar to the La Paz-Lad Piedras
granite, and possibly of the same age, occur in several other parts
of the country and show somewhat similar anomalous radioactivity* On
the east coast, about 30 kilometers from the Brazilian border, there
is the Santa Teresa granite on which is located the historie Santa
Teresa fortress and a national park, The park roads and surrounding
área were surveyed and four low-scale anomalies were located.

To the north-west of Montevideo one anomaly was found in the
Sierra de Mahbma granite.

The anomalies located appear to be similar to those at La Paz-
Las Piedras.

The most northerly anomalous área found was in and around the
town of Mines de Córralos north-west of Tacuarembó. The rock is a
red-pink granitic gneiss, slightly altered and with some quartz veins.
All the roads within this granite gave continuous anomalous radio-
activity, varying between 25 and 45. No complete inspection of the
área has been made but the radioactivity again appeared to be general
rather than specific.
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Sedimenta - Except for Anomaly 18 (20) meritioned above, the
only other anomalies found in sediments by the cárborne scintillo-
meter are two immediately south of the town of Meló. Anomalies 4 and
5 (l6) are located in the San Gregorio formation at the base of the
Gondwana sediments. Both anomalies are in red-coloured, finegrained
sandstones, not very distant from the basal conglomérate of the San
Gre-gorio. lío specific structures were seen but further work will be
required in this área to determine the extent of the anomalies.

Anomaly 1 (15) Paso de Las Piedras, Bridge over the Rio Negro on
the Railway line from Sarandí del Yi to the North

As mentioned earlier, a large well arrange drill sample store
exists in the Institute of Geology. The expert had recommended in
the first monthly report that these samples should be checked for
radioactivity by scintillometer, but at that time no suitable
instrument was available and it was not until the arrival of the
CEA group, bringing portable scintillometers that the work Gould
be started.

Almost at the first test by the Survey Officer and the OSA
geologist, radioactivity was recorded in one group of samples which
were traced in the records to engineering foundation holes drilled
for the study of a railway bridge project over the E±o Negro on the
Sarandí del Yi line in the Department of Durazno. The drilling work
was done in the early 194Os and while the embankment and concrete
support pillar on the, south side of the river (which at this point
is t>ver two kilometers wide, including alluvial fíats) and some of
the support pillars for the bridge were built, the work wás never
completed and the railway terminates at Parada km. 329 > about 1*8
kilometer south of the projected bridge.

Of the 35 holes drilled in the study, four only showed traces
of radioactivity and these are closely spaced under the toe of the
embankment at the south side of the river. Five holes Nos. 1, 33,
34, 35 and 36 form a diamond shaped pattern with diagonals of 25
and 30 meters, as shown in Figure No. 6.

Hole No. 1 shows no radioactivity but the other four holes
show radioactivity varying up to seven times background on the
scintillometer. Máximum valúes were noted in holes 34 and 35» One
chemical analysis carried out by the CEA group on a small portion
of a high activity sample from hole 35 gave a valué of 0.30^U.

The radioactivity appears to emanate from a dark powdery
material in the light grey siltstone. No bright coloured secondary
uranium minerals are visible ñor have bright coloured uranium sulphates
grown on the samples in the twenty-five years of storage.
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Prom a study of the scintillometer and analytical resulta
oarried out by M. Grimbert, the radioactivity appears to range
between five and seventeen meters depth; the greatest wídth in any-
one hole being approximately nine meters. The original drill samples
are however small and were taken at half-meter intervals so that
some doubt re,mains,about exact locations and oontinuity.

The expert has made two visits to the área, firstly with Q.I,
H. Goso and secondly with Mo Grimbert and Q.I.J

1. Bossi* The car-
borne scintillometer was unable to approach the toe of the embanfe-
ment but did register a rise in radioactivity to a reading of 23-24*
A small dump of material which had most probably been extracted from
the excavation made for the support pillar showed radioactivity of
six times background on tho Gammameter. About a hundred meters
south of the support pillar an outcrop of grey siltstones gave a
reading of three tifies ba.ckground.

The country rock is mainly fine-grained sandstone and silt-
stpne of lower Permian age and is well exposed in the railway cuttings
immediately to the south.

The evidence of the radioactivity in the drill holes and at
the site and the one chemical analysis of a sample is undoubtedly
favourable to the existence of uranium mineralization at this locality.

Both M. Grimbert and the writer have recommended to the counter-
part organizations that the most important immediate requirement is
to repeat drill holes as cióse as possible to the earlier holes to
confina and de-limit the radioactive zone with more exactitude and
provide sufficient sample material for analysis.

Owing to administrative difficulties it was not possible to get
a drill up to the site before mid-December and thus no confirmatory
results could be obtained before the preparation of this report.

The carborne -scintillometer has since carried out a number of
traverses in this general aroa aá shown on Figure No. 1 but no
other anomalies have been discovered.

The CEA group will carry out a geochemical sampling programme
over the immediately surrounding área during Decomber.^

TÍie extent and valué of this occurrexice is not yet known, but
it is undoubtedly of importance, possibly in itself, but certainíy
as a positive indicatión that uranium may occur in ¿evonian-Gondwana
sedimentary formations in Uruguay.



GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The resulta of the 1965 survey, chiefly designed to assess the
radioactive minerals possibilities in a country where little pre-
vi, ous work had been done, must "be considered as successful*

Over 100 radioactive anomalies have been found, principally in
crystalline basement rocks and granites, but significantly, four
have been found in sedimentary rocks,, All of the se except one have
been discovered by the carborne scintillometer survey.

Although few of these raaioactive anomalies may in fact lead
to sizeable uranium occurrences., and rnany may be due to segregations
of radioactive thorium minerals, ít is nevertheless a normal technique
to looalize concentrations of anomalies in order to define if, and
where, further work should be done. In this case the density of
anomalies discovered is very high*

If the carborne scintillometer is considered to have an ef-
fective range of about 100 meters on each side of the instrument,
then the 1,120 kilometers surveyed represents only an approximate
1,540 square kilometer sample of the whole country or about 0.83$
of the total área- The discovery of 112 anomalies in the sample
área is high and encouraging for further prospection work.

It may be of interest to indicate results from anqther country
where the main types of geological formations are generally similar
to those of Uruguay and where a seven year uranium prospecting programme,
mainly by aerial scintillometer survey was QOfo complete and all
anomalies found had been checked and deposits prospected and evaluated.

TABLE 1.

RESULTS 0F SEVEN YEARS WORK IN A COUNTRY
WHERE PROSPECTING WORK WAS NEAR COMPLETION

-
1.

2.

3.

TJf\C*n\

•pnnr

mypp
X Í±XJ

Crystalline
ment rocks s
granites

Sedimentary

Anomalies dis-
covered (2.5 x
background)
(aerial and car-
borne surveys)

base-
md

276

rocks
(mamly Tertiary) 168

Volcanics (Mainly
Teitiary) 140

Anomalies
Recommended
for further
work

44

10

1

Anomalies
proved to
have ex-
ploitable
uranium
reserves

6

:6

0

Percentage of
total tonnage
of uranium
metal
provee

11,

88.

0

finally
L

.7

,3

TOTALS 584 55 12

Percentage of land área of country completely surveyed

100.0
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At the end of one year's reconnaissance survey, the equivalent
situation in Uruguay might "be stated as followss

TA3LE 2

RESULTS OF ONE YEAR'S WORK IN URUGUAY

ROCK
TYPE

Anomalies
discovered
(2.5 x back-
ground) (Car- che cked
borne Survey)

Anomalies Anomalies
recommended provod to

Anomalies for furthor have ex-
work ploitable

uranium reserves

Crystalline
basement. rocks
and granites 108

Sedimentary rocks
(Devonian to
Recent) 4

Volcanic rock-S
(mainly Neo-
Gondwana) O

18

0

o

o

o
112 54 22

Percentage of land área of Uruguay surveyed (approx,) = 0.83$

The comparison "between these two tables shows two principal
pointss l) The encouraging position in Uruguay at the end of only
one year's work and 2) The amount of work which romains to "be done
"before a full assessment of the nuclear raw material potential of
the country could be made*

In the case quoted above in -Table I, the largest and most
economic reserves were eventually proved in Tertiary sediments, but
it was clear that the uianium had been derived from nearby hydro-
thermal veíns in the crystalline basement rocks, The discovery of
the sedimentary deposits had resulted directly from the de-limitation
of zones of high incidence of anomalies in nearly crystalline base-
ment rocks.

A possibly similar pattern is beginning to emerge in Uruguay
where the more interésting occurrences in sediments apparently lie
on a line of high anomalous radioactivity and metallisation running
north-south across the country in the basement rocks.

#
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The radioactive anomalies discovered are almost confined to
the eastern half of the country bounded by a line running north-
.south Trom near Piriápolis through Minas, Sarandí del Yi and Minas
de Corrales to Rivera. The orüy other significant metallisation in
Uruguay follows the same line (Figure Uo,2),

The high incidence of anomalies, some of which may "be of
potential valué in themselves, the many other remaining to be checked,
plus the encouraging occurrence of uranium at Paso de Las Piedras
suggests that there is technically a good case for a more detailed
and complete programme of nuclear raw material prospecting in Uruguay,

RECOMMBNSATIONS

The technical recommendations arising from the results of the
work of 1965¡, fall under two categoriess

1. An. Immediate Continuation Programme for 1966, and

2. A Long-Term Programme for the Prospection and Development of
Nuclear Raw Materials.

1. Immediate Continuation Programme for 1966

(a) All the radioactive anomalies which have toen found during
1965 and which have not already been checked should be ezamined
in detail and selected as either of no further interest or in-
di cated for further work»

(b) Some anomalies have already been indicated in the records
as requiring further work, either grid mapping, trenching or
mineralogical study and this work should be organized and completed.

(c) When the IAEA permanent carborne scintillometer equipment
arrives in substitution of the hired equipment, then systematic
surveying of all roads'and tracks on Sheets, 15, 16, 20^ 21, 25
and 26 should be done. As a second programme, similar systematic
surveying should be dono on Sheets 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 17, and
as a third programmo on Sheets 8, 13, 18 and 23.

(d) Gertain specific áreas should be surveyed on foot on widely
spaced (250 meters) traverse lines, plotting both geol-ogy and
radiómetrie readings.

The áreas recommended are as followss

i An área of 1,000 square kilometers between Minas and
Aiguá, including the Villa Serrana área and the Anomaly l(25).

ii The área lying immediately north of Rocha.
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iii The Valentines área. The área of principal interest
is that shown in Figure 4(a)5 but should be extended
to about 10 km éast of Valentines village.

iv The Devoman sedimentary área of Las Canas-Las Palmas,
Xncludmg the Anomaly 18 ( )

v The Minas de Corrales área, covering the granite but
Oxtending eastwards and westwards to cover the iron
e-re deposita and the oíd gold mine área*

vi A small área immediately south of Meló covering
. Anomalies 4 " 5 (l6)8

vii The Paso de las Piedras área will be surveyed by geo-
chemical methods by the CEA group, but there is also
a requirement for general 250 meter spaced traversing
over a wider areaP

(e) Paso de las Piedras drilling programmee A confirmatory
drilling programme on the Paso de las Piedras oceurrences is an
immediate requirement. If the first test holes give positive
results then these should be followed by an expanding grid o£
holes until the oceurrence is fully defined.

(f) Mine ral ogi cal 3 petrological and chemical examinatíons
should be made of material from all sighificant anomalies,
especially to distinguish uranium mineral or thorium mineral
causes of the radioactivity.

This immediate continuation programme will provide work
for at least sî c months and probably the whole of 1966 using
only the presently trained staff, the existing transport
facilities, the existing and impending radiometric prospecting
instruments (including the CEA equipment on loan for a year)
and at a monthly cost of the same order as has been incurred
during the per^od 3 une-December 1965 =

The counterpart officers Q.Is.H. Mujica, H. Goso, J.Bossi
are fully competent to organ±ze aíid execute the programme with
the aid of the existing trained júnior personnel. ..

2* Long-term Programme for Prospection and Development
of Uuclear Raw Materials

The immediate continuation programme for 1966 should be re-
garded as only a temporary phase while consideration is given to the
future policy of nuclear raw materials prospection and development
in Uruguay*
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The work of 1965 has proved that a technical case has been
made out for a larger long-term programme but the policy on whether
such work should be done at this timo, its extent, future national
valué and how it might be executed, admimstered and financed must
be oonsidered,

In order to assist on this matter of policy the expert has
first set out some of the presontly known factors in world supply
and demand for nuclear raw maLoriáis and secondly outlinedthe ad—
ministrative requirements of a possible working organization before
considering the actual long-term technical programme.

Nuclear Haw Materials, World Supply and Demand

Uranium

Production of U^Oo in the western world in 1964 amounted to
27,000 tons showing a continuous decline from 1959-60 when a peak
production of 41,000 tons was reached. Production is expected to
continué to decline to about 14?000 tons in the early 197Os, The
reason for this is the lack of demand and not shortage of supply.

Nearly all this uranium will be produced against long-term
contracts and there appears to be littie opportunity for sales of
uranium from new sources up to early 197Os,

The U.St Atomic Energy Commission estimates that the total
western world uranium reserves available at US$ 8,00 per pound in
1971 will amount to 474»000 short tons» This figure compares with
an anticjpated demand for the years 1971-1980 of between 250,000
and 365,000 tons and progressively greater demands in the decades
1980-1990 and 1990-2000, to keep pace with forecast rapid increase
in installation of nuclear genorating capacity*

It is therefore forecast that from the early 197Os onwards
the prospection, development and production of uranium will nave to
be accelerated to keep pace with increasing demand and declining
known reserves»

There already appears bo be some desire on the part of con-
sumers to negotiate long-term contracts with the objective of securing
adequate supplies Tor the more distant futuro at fixed prices de—
termined by the present weak market conditions. Some of the few recent
contracts which nave been made have been as low as US$ 4.00 per pound
U-.0o, The probable contract pnces which could be made from the
present time into the early 197Os would be in the región of US$ 4*00
to US$ 7,00 per pound U.Og-
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Although the uranium mining industry can be regarded as being
to some extent in.the doldrums and may continuo so into the early
197Os it seems certain that the demand in tho future will rise
rajpidly*

Urariium prospecting in Uruguay should be considered against
this- background and deposite found should bear economic comparison
with these in the rest of the world.

Thorium and Rare Darth Elemonts

Long-cerm forecasts seem to indicate that both the fast
"breeder reactor and reactors on the thorium and uranium cycle may
become more competitivo with uranium. That there is much support at
the present time for tbe future development of reactors employing
the use of thorium is evident from programme plans in the UK, USA,
France, Germany and the USSR<.

Thorium has also, of course, a continuous commercial demand
for other industrial uses.

The year 1964 witnessed a marked increase in the production
of rare earth with emphasis on the cerium group and a great deal of
research is being conducted to evolve new processes for the ex-
traction and separation of these elements and their future looks
progressively more interesting.

The known occurrences of monazite in the Uruguayan beach
sands and the possible occurrences of thorium and rare earth minerals
in the Valentines and Minas áreas should be carefully assessed and
evaluated against this possible future increasing demand.

s General Policy

The first decisión which should be taken at a high Government
level is whether, and to what extent and end, Uruguay should conduct
a long-term nuclear raw materials prospecting and development over
the next few years„

Once embarked upon, any programme such as outlined below, must
"be regarded as one which wi31 extend for some years and will involve
an expenditure of at least some hundreds of thousands of US dollars,

Such a programme would not necessarily be successful in proving
economically workable uranium deposits and if uranium were found, it
would be of no interest unless it could be producéd at a price below
or comparable wi-ch the then existing world market prices, Up uhtil
the early 197Os there is unlikoly to be any commercial outlet for
uranium unless at a príce favourable to a consumer on a long-term
contract. In the post mid-197Os there are some signs of a more hope-
ful commercial demand. Por national consumption in future nuclear



power stations, tho U^Oo concertrate is a comparatively minor cost
item in the finished nuclear fuel but it would nevertheless be a
saving in interna ti onal curroney,»

On the other hand the initiation of a long-term prospecting
programme in 1966 with a five to seven year prospectmg period and
a further period of some years for the development of deposits through
to the produotion stage, may well be very correct tiraing if the mid-
1970 increased demand eventuates, These matters should be fully con-
sidered, possibly with the aid of nuclear reactor and nuclear fuel
experts whose assistance might be requested from IAEA on a short-term
consultant basis.

If, after these aspeccs are considered, the decisión is taken
to go ahead with a long-term programrae, then the expert would re-
commend that a new organization be sei up to conduct the programme.

Existing Organization

The 1965 programme, both the one-year IAEA general re-
connaissance programme now reporied upon and the Prench CEA three-
month geochemical prospecting and training programme have been
sponsored by the Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica (CNBA).

The CFEA is a non-oxecutive committee formed by representatives
of the Unrversity Faculties, various Ministries and several of the
national autonomous administrations., The function of the CNEA is
essentially coordinativo as it does not ítself possess laboratories,
staff or adequate funds to carry out work in íts own right.

Both the IAEA and the CEA programmes have been housed in the
Geochemical Section of the Faculty of Chemistryt Staff for both
programmes have been drawn from the Racu]ty of Chemis^ry, AÍTCAP, the
Institute of Geology and the Fac^lty of Agricultur-e when possible
and frequently on a part-time basis, Services have also been pro-
vided by the associated organizations on a petition basis and some-
times with difficulties» At various times, transport has been provided
by ANCAP, the Paculty of Agriculture, the Institute of Geology and
the Army. The drilling at Paso de las Piedras will be done by the
Institute of Geology•

Until near the end of 1965? when a small direct vote was made
for practical operations, the CNEA could not cali on any direct funds
of its own*

The admimstration of ihe reconnaissance programmes has been
extremely loóse and no one ful1-time counterpart officer with full
responsibility has been assigned to the project as technical director.

While it has been possible to fulfill the reconnaissance pro-
gramme under these conditions, it would be completely impossible to



contémplate entering into a long-term and expanding nuclear raw
materials prospection and development programmo with this type of
organization and administration.

None of the associated organi?¡ations as at present con-
stituted are entlrely suitable, for one reason or another, to under-
take such a programme.

Reoommended Type of Qrganization

Ir a long-térra programme is to be done then it is the expert's
opinión that an entirely new organization should be set up to execute
it.

Ideally this should be a raw materials department or directorate
of a reorganized and executive National Atomic Energy Commission, such
as exists in Prance, Argentina, Portugal, etc.

The Atomic Energy Commission would then be an executive organi-
zation with a full time President responsible ohly to a high Govern-
ment level and drawing adequate funds, to finance its own research and
operational projects in its own laboratories and installations.

The Nuclear Raw Materials Department or Directorate should be
one of the Departments within the Commission" with a Director re-
sponsible only to the President of the Atomic Energy Commission, The
choice of this Director would be very importaht and should be a person
of considerable administrative experiencé and a broad knowledge of
all aspects of geological prospectmg through to mining operations.

The problem of finding sufficient trained staff for mineral
procurement programmes in Uruguay is considerable, As noted under
"Fellowships" the Agency could materially assist by providing fellow-
ships for the advanced study of mineral evaluation and programme
direction as well as for spocific technical posts. Relevant to this
matter, the expert was invited to serve on a Mineral Resources De-
velopment Committee of CIDE (Comisión para Inversiones y Desarrollo
Económico) during the year and produced a memorándum for that Committee
which, with permission of CIDE, is reproduced as Appendix No. 2 in
this report.

The Nuclear Raw Materials Department could then be planned and
built up by the Director on the lines suggested below against an
initial capital budget and annual capital and operating budgets.

Some fairly simple but essential organization matters should be
aimed for to help ensure success, such as simple vertical line re-
sponsibility, full-time well remunerated staff and the financial in-
dependence of the organization for the purchase of capital goods and
services.
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The presently trained staff, mainly from the Faculties of
Chemistry and Agriculture, AJtfCAP and the Institute of Geology should
"be invited and encouraged to become part of the full-time staff of
the new organizatioru

If a new organization of this type wero not possible then a
nuclear raw materials department of ANCAP would he the next "best
solution.

RECOMMEKDED TBCHMTCAL PROGRAMME

All metalliferous raw materials which eventually come on the
market as usable final products have gone through four earlier phasess
1. Discoveryj 2. Assessment and Economic Evaluation? 3. Development
and 4» Production.

A long-term programme for nuclear raw materials is only con-
cerned with the first two of these at the present times

1. Jiscovery

Discovery may be effected by aerial or carborne scintillo-
meter survey, ground prospection with Instruments, geochemical surveys,
indications from chec&ing on museum or drill sample stores, etc.

Of these, the aerial scintillometer survey meth.od is by far
the most rapid, efficient and complete and should normally form the
baslc method in any national nuclear raw materials survey,

The carborne method is correctly a preliminary assessment
tool and has been used very effectively as such in 1965» It may also
be used in checking less favourable áreas because of its lower cost.

Ground prospection is needlessly slow, laborious and possib-
ly ineffective on a national scale but is extremely useful in covering
selected high anomaly áreas,

Geochemical methods are again for special áreas where, be-
cause of some reason such as deep soil cover there is reason to be-
lieve that aerial scintillometer methods may not be completely effective.

Sample checking should, of course, always be done where such
samples exist.

2. Assessment and Economic Bvaluation

Assessment starts with the verification of the anomaly on the
ground and if found to be of interest may be succeeded bys surface
mapping, trenching, drilling and/or mining exploration with systematic
sampling and assaying.
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Bconomic evaluation involves a complex series of calculations
to establish provisional cut-off grade-s, caloulation of average grades,
estimation of ore tonnage and U->0o content of ore body, ainenability
testing of the ore, calculation or possible recovery factor, pro-
visional mining and treatment methods, and cost of possible in-
stallation and working method.

All these calculations and estimates are necessary to reach
a first estimate of the cost per unit of the final product. If the
calculated cost per unit did not lie within the range of present or
projected world prices or national ecónomic requirements then the
deposit could not "be considered for the further stages of Develop-
ment and Production.

In completed exploration programmes for nuclear raw materials
in other countries it has besen found that the time required from the
start of the discovery phase on a national scale up to'the economic
evaluation of deposits is likely to "be about five years,

The following long-term programme is therefore suggested as
suitable for applicatión in Uruguay, Modifications would, of course,
"be necessary as results were obtamed and it must be strongly emphasized jÉÉ
that such a programme is phased, so that no major expendí ture is made ^ ^
on 3, succeeding phase until sufficient positive results are proved
on each preceding phase*

The operating cost estimates are approximate, intended to
gest an order of magnitude for minimum success at each phase. Obviously,
if very marked success were achieved in any phase the expenditure on
succeeding phases would become very much greater. A similar sitúation
applies to the personnel requirements.

PHASE I - Reconnaissance Carborne Scintillometer Survey,
1963» 1966 and possibly succeeding years

The carborne scintillometer should be used in the same way as
in 1965) to find favourable áreas for more detailed prospection either
by air br by foot, It may also be used in later years to check un-
favourable áreas and eliminate them from the more expensive survey
schemes.

Personnel requirement - 3 (2 operational and 1 at headquarters)

Operating costs - USf 5>000 per annum

PHASB II - Aerial Scintillometer Survey
1966, 1967 and sucoeeding seasons

Mo&ern aero-radiornetrie equipment provides the most rapxd,
effective and complete method of finding surface radioactivo anómalies
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and should be used as the main tool in any national campaign. As it
is relatively expensive it should first be uscd in favourable áreas
delimited by the carborne surveys and geologioal considerations,

The Uruguayan terrain is particularly suitable for aerial
survey work, having few sharply contrasting elevation changes, few
forested áreas but nevertheless sufficient features to make ground
identification possible and sufficient outcrops and thin soil áreas
to make the rnethod viable and efficiont. Climatic conditions in the
summer-au-cumn period are aiso ideal for this type of work,

Good aerial photographic cover of all the áreas to be surveyed
is however required and this is not at present available. The photo-
graphic cover on a ls20?000 scale is now being done in the Minas-Aiguá
área by the Uruguayan Air Forcé and it would have to be extended to
cover the other áreas recommended.

The áreas recommended for survey in the first season are shown
on Figure No. 3 and are briefly described below, The recommended
priority of work is in the order stateds "

I. The Devonian and Pormian formations covering the same type
of rocks as at the Paso de las Piedras occurrence, the
anomalies south of Meló and the anomaly near Las Cañas, being
part of sheets 15, 16, 17 and 12 and totalling approximately
12,000 square kilometers,,

II. The Piriapolis-Hinas-Aigua-Velazques-Rocha área, covering
parts of sheets 25 ? 26, 30 and 31 and amounting to approxi-
mately 8,500 square kilometers.

III. The Valentines-Treinta y Tres área in sheets 20 and 21 amount-
ing to 3,500 square kilometers and adjoining the southern
"houndary of área I.

IV» An área surrounding Minas de Corrales in sheet 10 and amount-
"ing to 2y000 square kilometers.

V. A Cretaceous-Tertiary área between Salto and Paysandú covering
Quebracho and some sub-anomaly áreas found on Route 26. This
is in sheet 8 and amounts to 2,000 square kilometers.

The total área recommended in the first instance is approxi-
mately 28,000 square kilometers or 15 per cent of the land área of
Uruguay. Surveying is normally done at about 200-300 meters elevation
on parallel traverse lines about 400 meters or quarter of a mile apart.

The recommended programme is equivalent te approximately 45>OOO
flying miles and v/ith positioning this might reach 50,000 miles and
would normally be considered as a one season, four to six month programme,

Suggestions are made under "TEGHNICAL ASSISTAJÍCE" about pro-
visión of aerial scintillometer equipment and experts to train or
opérate the programme. Unless given to outsido contractors the aircraft
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would have to be provided within Uruguay, most proba"bly from the
Uruguayan Air Forcé. On present enquiries it is stated that charge-
able flying costs would be of the order of US$ 1.00 per flying mile,
which is in agreement with the expert's figures for similar type of
work in other countries.

(it might be mentioned that a survey done by a contractor, but
inoluding* everything up to the delivery of final maps with anomalies
located on them would be moro likely to range between USft 4»00 and
US$ 6.00 per flying mile). There is thus strong reason for using IAEA
or o'ther foreign aid for this work.

The above is a one-season programme and depending on results
found, similar sized programmes might bedrawn up for followíng seasons.

The personnel required in addition to foreign technical experts
and the aircraft flight and maintenance crews would bes two geologists,
two technical assistants, two draughtsmen and an electronic servicing
engineer, stíven persons in all and this provides two teams for shift
work with the aircraft. One support vehicle is also necessary.

Personnel requirement - 7

Operating costs - Dependent on local arrangements and
inter-department accountin^, but with
minimum aircraft operating costs, hire
cost of equipment and staff costs the
total may be approximately US$ 70,000
per year.

PHASE III - Ground Field Work - 1966-1968

This phase of work may be divided into three types of field
operation, the first two covering discovery work and the third the
beginning of the assessment wark.

(a) Geochemical prospecting of selected special áreas. - JHb

(b) Detailed geological and radiometric mapping by cióse
traversing of selected highly favourable áreas»

(c) Checking and initial assessment of anomalies found by
any of the above methods of discovery. ítk

The extent of this survey will of course depend on the *
number of anomalies found and while this cannot be pre-
di cted the work of 1965 appears to indicate that the
density will be high.

The principal requirements in this phase of ground field work
will be staff^ vehicles, radiometric instruments and laboratory equip-
ment. A minimum estimate is as followss
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Personnel - 25 mainly geologists and prospectors and
laboratory staff

Annual Operating Costs - US$ 50,000 mainly salaries, allowances
and vehicle opcrating costs.

PHASE IV - Preliminary Assessment Programme - 1966-1969

Grid mapping and surfaco trenching and sampling of radioactive
anomalies which nave "been assessed as being of probable greater interest
is done in this phase, The principal requirement for this work :s local
casual labour,

Personnel - 4 (l chief geologist, three prospectors)
plus a variable number of casual labourers.

Operating Costs - US$ 10,000 per year,

PHASE V - Drilling Assessment

All occurrences which provide good positive results at the
completion of the grid raapping, and trenching stages or for any
other positive reason must be investigated in depth,

While it is very difficult to make any serious estimate of
the work requirement in this phase it is already obvious that drilling
at the Paso de las Piedras occurrence is necessary and this type of
requirement may well increase as the programme develops.

Precussion irilling and rotary shot drilling may tneet many re-
quirements but other problems may require diamond drilling involving
the purchas-e of such drills, Assuming for the present that drills can
be hired through the Institute of Geology and charged on a per meter
basis the minimum requirement would be s

Personnel - 4 (one planning and assessment officer
drill logging and sampling personnel)

Operating Cost - (2,000 meters per year)
Cost of support vehicle, etc. 11^40,000

PHASE VI - Mining Exploration

Some occurrences, particularly in sediments can be assessed
by drilling and mining exploration would be small. Other occurrences
in hard rocks could only be finally assessed by mining work.

As there is no mining organizations in Uruguay tho major factor
in this phase would be the capital purchase of all necessary mining
equipment. It would also be nocGSsary to ¿rain or contract sénior staff
to corduct such work.
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It is difficult to make any estímate for this but a very
modest programme of 500 meters per year would approximate to an
operating eost of US"!> 50,000.

All ihese work phases require considerable support by a head-
quarters organization. Administra ti ve offices, technical offices,
chemical, electronic and mineralogical laboratorios, drawing offices,
records offices, maintenance workshops, etc., with adequate trairted
staff would be required,

No mention has been made of capital requirements because it
is not known how far vehiclos, etc. might be provided by existing
organizations in Uruguay.

If a new organization were to be set up the main items in a
mínimum requirement might bes

- Headquarters offices with complete office and laboratory
equipment 5

- An aircraft (probably hired) . . .

- 10 to 12 vehicles, jeeps or pick-up trucks

- One set aerial scintillometer equipment (probably hired)

- One set carborne scintillometer equipment (iAUA contribution)

- 6 field scintillometers ]•

— 10 field ratimeters partly contríbuted

- 2 sets borehole logging equipment

- 4 drills including one diamond drill

- Mining equipment, compressor, drills, pumps, ventilators, etc.

Bven allowing for hired and contributed equipment, the mínimum
probable expendíture on these items would be of the order of US$ 250,000.

In terms of time and operating cost, the programme might be
approximately as irdicated in Table 3. Table No. 4 indicates a possible
organization plan.
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In summary, a long-term programme for the prospection and
of nuolear raw materials, assuming at least minimum suecess

at eaoh phase, is likely to last about five years, involve an operating
expenditure of up to US1? 600,000 and a capital expenditure of US125O,OOO
and to require at its máximum a trained staff of up to 45 persons.

If the total cost of the above programme were to be amortized
at the rate of lOfo of the valué of the eventual production, then
"minimum success" means tho discovery of approximatoly 500 tons U.Og
which could be recovered and produced at US1** 8.00 per pound U^Og.
This is not a large tonnage in terms of discoveries in other countries
and would tend to be an encouragmg factor when considered against
present indications.
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TABLE No.3

LONG TERM PROGRAMME FOR PROSPECTION AJH) EVALUATION OP NUCLEAR RAW MATERIALS

Cost Estímate for "Mínimum Success" at each Phase

* i

i

PHASE I

Reconnaissanoe
Carborne Survey

PHASE II
Aerial Scintillo-
meter Survey

PHASE III

Ground PieId Work
a) Geochemical

Surveys
ID) Geological &

radiómetrio
mapping

c) Checking of
anomalies

PHASE IV

Grid mapping and
trenching

PHASE V

Drilling

PHASE VI

Mining Ex-
pío ration

Approximate
Annual Oper-
ating Costa
US Dollars

Cumulative Oper-
ating Cost

Sénior Staff
Requirements

1965

j

s

5,000

5,000

I 6

1966 1967 '

2

!

i

i
60,000:110,000

í
65,oooji75,ooo

; 20 40
i

1968;

1
1

i
1

t

1
|

!

125,000

'300,000

i

!' 45

1969 ' 1970
1

i
I
I

f

*

I
1

1

í1
1
{ 1

. i
150,0001150,000

i
;45O,OOO<600,000

: 45 \ 45

Í Total
Estímate
Cost per
Phase, US$

i

10,000

140,000

m
100,000

40,000

160,000

150,000

*

600,000
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TABLE No. 4

ORGANIZATION PL^T POR
LONG-TSlRM NUCLEAR RAW MATERIALS PROSP3CTION AND EVALUATION PROGRAMME

Porejgn Technical Assistance_
Adviser

D i r e c t o r

Headquarters S v a l u a t i o n Group

Initial Pro-
spocting Groip

(Disoovory Grcup)
Group Director

Geologxcal Piold
Group

Gro-up, Di rector

Administration
Transporta etc,

Geochemical Prospooting

Hoadquarters
Laboratories

Group Director

Carborne
Scintillo-
moter
Survey

Aerial
Sointillo-
metcr
>urvey

Geological
& Radió-
me trie Pield
Mapping

Anomaly
Checking

Chemi cal
Minera? ogical
Electronic
Laboratories
Survey Dopt.
Sampie Pre-

, paration etc.

Qporational Group
Group Director

•H
rH
H
•H

•H
C3

• H



The growth of an organization. is dependent on resulta, but it
mus-t "bo viaualized that if suooessful results are obtained then ad-
equate equipment and facilities must be available to realize the full
potential of discoveries.

In Argentina the CNEA started in 1958-59 with only six geolo-
gists and a small supporting staff and over a period of some ssven
years an organization of the type suggested above has grown up and
now has some 60 geologists and hundreds of supporting staff.

In the same period the U-jO- reserves have risen from near zero
to several thousands of tons of rully evaluated U-^OQ reserves.

Very similar organizations were built up over similar time
periods in France, Spain, Portugal and other countries and the U->Qg
reserves made equally spectacular increases.

TECTOECAL ASSISTANCE

During 1965 the Agenoy provided three Gammameter GMT.3T in-
struments and one aocessory drill probé attaohment on a permanent
basis to the Uruguayan Government. The carhome scintillometer equip-
ment which was hired through the Agency for the 1965 programme will
be replaoed by similar permanent oquipment in early 1966.

The French CEA group brought nine scintillometers and Gamma-
meters and laboratory equipment which will, be left on loan to Uruguay
until late 1966.

The combined total of this equipment is adequate to carry out
ihe "Immediate Continuation Programme'1 for 1966 as outlineiabove.

The most immediate and major future requirement is for aerial
sointillometer equipment to run the survey recommended above in
the 1966—67 summer season.

The presently recoramended área and even the continuation of
the survey to cover 60/0 of the whol« oountry, is not M g enough
to Justify the outright purchase of a set of aerial survey equip-
ment. It is therefore recommended that this should be hiredf either
through the Agency or other foreign organizations.

If it is intended to approach the Agency for aasistance in
this matter, then a request for the hire of a complete set of equip-
ment and the assistance of an expert to train personnel and direct
the programme for a period of six months starting October 1966, should
be made as soon as possible.

In the meantime the Uruguayan authorities should investigate
the provisión of a suitable aircraft from the Air Forcé or other
national body.
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Another most convenient and practical possibility is in as-
soci-ation with the Argentíne CNT3A. The expert "has had a brief con-
versation -with Dr« Pedro N. Stipanicic, Chiof of the Raw Materials
Direotorate of the OífEA who indicated that such equipment was avail-
able in their láboratories and he felt that in principie, there would
"be no diffioulty in its being utilized in Uruguay with technical
operating assistance from trained Argentine CUJEA aerial survey personnel.

Whether this posáibility should be investigated directly be-
tween the Uruguayan Government authorities and the Argóntine GUSA or
whether IAEA could act as an intermediar/ is a matterfor discuasion,

Dr. Stipanicic also indicated his willingness to receive
Uruguayan visitors at the Nuclear Raw Materials Directorate, The
expert would strongly recommend that if it could be suitably organized,
a group of Uruguayan counterpart officers should -spend a period of not
less than one month with the Argentine ÓNT3A Directorate of Raw Materials.
The items to be studíed would be, the present organization of the
Directorate, its growth, financial and admin:j.strative structure, all
headquarters technical departments and laboratories, methods and type
of field work employed, radioactive anomalies, uranium occurrences,
developed deposits and tilines, evalúa ti on processes, problems and
results.

Prom the expert's brief talk with Dr. Stipanicic, there seems
little doubt that suctuan invitátion would be extended by the CUBA
tea small group of Uruguayan officers.

In the expert!s opinión, the year 1966, except for the im-
mediate contmuation programme outlmed above, might most usefully
be employed in arranging the financial resources and the administrative
organization for a nuclear raw materials directorate in Uruguay so as
to be able to start an expanded programme in late 1966 with the above
recommended aerial survey. If a suitable permanent directorate had
by than be-en organ-ized. then it is recommended that a request for a
technical adviser for the whole programme be made to IABA to cover
the years 1967,1968 and 1969.

FELLOWSHITS

As there is little of a mineral industry or tradition in Uruguay
there is a considerable requirement for fur'ther education in mineral
procurement and evaluationo The Agency could most suitably provide this
through educational fellowships.

In the expert's opinión the principal requirement would be at
the higher level of the administration and organization of mineral pro-
curement programmes with technical emphasis on assessment and evaluation
methods.
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The present counterpart officers> Q.Is. Jorge Bossi and
Héctor Mujica oould most suitably benefit from fellowships of this
nature and the posaibility of a more extended study with the Argentine
CNEA should "be investigated. Studies in France or in any other country
with an advanced nuclear raw materials prospeoting organization would
also be a feasible altejrnati+ve» The objective of this type of fellow-
ship would. "he tQ jprovide the higher.directorate for a future long term
nuclear raw materials prospecting programme in Uruguay.

Fellowships for educatíon or specific technical levéis, such
as prospecting, drilling and minlng should also be sought for after
a long-term programme had been initiated.

MONAZITB-BBARIIirO HEAVY MINERAL COASTAL SAHDS

In the early 195Os the División of Scientific Investigations
of AÍTCAP (Pando Laboratories) rnade some preliminary investigations
of the heavy mineral sands on the Uruguayan coast east of Montevideo.
The interést was principally in the monazite content.

Between then and 1963 several general reconnaissance programmes
were carried out on specific áreas between Atlántida and the Brazilian
border and also on some áreas west of Montevideo and on the Rio Uruguay
north of Salto. A hand-operated auger type drill was used to put down
holes on fairly widely spaced lines.

The figures available from this reconnaissance programme, which
is not claimed to have been complete, are as followss

TABLE No. 5

ESTIMATED T O M A G E S OF HEAVY MIFBRAL SANDS ON THE URUGUAYAN COAST
PRELIMI1TARY RECONNAISSANCE WOEK

Location
Distance from Percentage
Montevideo of Heavy
Kilometers Minerals

Estimated
Tonnages of
Heavy Minerals

Atlántida
La Floresta
San Luis

Las Flores

Bella Vista
Aguas Dulces

Punta Lobero

La Coronilla

50
60

80

90

95
270

280

300

11.9
9.3

3.1

1.0

8.3

3.0

1.4

2.33

21,700
3,600

47,200

1,500

88,000
1,116,000

1,800,000
17,000,000

20,078,000
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• ' Jlffuas Dulces

In 1963 a systematic dr i l l ing programme was started at Aguas
Dulces using a "Carpco" "Walking Beam" dr i l l r ig . The spacing of holes
was on a 200-meter grid and covered an extensive área of Government
owned land* The programme was "brought to a cióse in October 1965.

The results at the end of September 1965 were as followss

481

6.54 meters

3,219 meters

1,069 hectars

2,146 m

69,885,000 cubic meters

118,804,500 tons

Number of Holes Drilled

Average Depth of Hole

Total Meters Drilled

** Total Área Prospected

Number of Samples Analysed

Volume of Sands Outlined

Tonnage of Sands Outlined

Average Heavy Mineral Cantent 2.
. Heavy Mineral Content 3,019,300 tons
The cut-off valué used, was 1.0$ heavy minerals. The minerali-

zation is reputed to continué to the west of the área tested and no
cut-off boundary of the deposit has been de-limited. Comparison between
the preliminary reconnaissance programme and the systematic programme
shows an increase in heavy mineral content by a factor of nearly three
and a decrease in percentage content from 3.00$ to 2.54$.

Testing of the Aguas Dulces heavy mineral concéntrate gives
the fbllowing results%

Minerals
fo of total
Heavy Mineral
Concéntrate

Chemical Analysis
of Contained
Elements

Ilmenite , 60«0

Zircon " 5.0

Rutile 1.0

Monazite O.6

Silioates (Garnet,
Spidate, Hyanite,etc.) 33.4

= 50.5$

2 = 65.0% ^

T x0 2 = 94.0$

RO inc. ThO = 64.5$
in whi-ch ThO^ = "4.5$

3

45$
= 0.26$
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The mineral contents at Aguas Dulces are therefore of the
order of 1,800,000 tons of ilmenite, 150,000 tons of zircon, 30p00
tons of rutile and 18,000 tons- of monazite (the latter sontaining
about 800 tons ThO2 and 47 tons U.Og).

lío systeniatic work: at any of the other local'ities has been
done. A new disooveiy in 196*5? to i?he west of Montevideo, near
Colonia Valdense, callod Playa Fomento, appears to be high-grade
and may become the subject of systematio prospeotion in the near
future.

The present reservo situation therefore is that three million
tons of heavy minerals havG been proven at Aguas Dulces and tha^
there is a good possibility of another twenty million tons in other
coastal áreas. The average content of hóavy minerals is variable but
generally low in comparisqn withcfeposits in other parts of the world.
The overall ThO? and U,0n con-tents may be of the order of 6,200 and
360 tons respectively.

The choice of Aguas Dulces as an área for systematic pro-
spection was to some extent dictated by the fact of the área being
Government land. The expert would suggest that the área has been
somewhat over-prospected and that it might have been better policy
to have done some systematic drilling on other áreas where higher
grade and greater proximity to "Montevideo would have been favourable
economic factors.

Considerable studies have been made at the Pando Laboratories
on the concentration and sepaxation of the minerals. Two series of
studies have been made at foreign laboratories$ one at "Carpco"
laboratories, Jacksonville, Florida, U.S.A., and the other at the
Centre de Recherches de la Cié. Pechiney, St. Gobain, Paris, France,
the latter supervised by Q.I.H. Mujica, from the Pando laboratories,

The result of these tests shows that there would be no tech-
hícal difficulty ín obtaining high recovery and prbducing high-grade
concentrates of the individual minerals.

A report on ia pre-study of the economic possibilíties of the
Aguas Dulces deposit was prepared by Q.I. Ernesto Onetto and Q..I•
Mario Benedetti in April 1965- Very considerable economic problema
are forseen in this report. Two basic sets of operating plana were
considered, the first assuming a production of 40,000 tons and tjie
second of 120,000 tons of ilmenite p'er annum. Several variations on
each of these basic tonnage programmes were considerod such as, total
export of all products to the U.S.A., export of ilmenite to the
Argentine and the other minerals to the U.S.A., reduction of the
ilmenite in Uruguay to produce iron and a Ti0? slag for sepárate
sale and export to the other minerals.

In only two of the calculated schemes was a profit shown-and
in the majority of the schemes considerable apparent losses were calculated.
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A significant set of figures given in the report (slightly
adapted by the expert) are as followss

Percentage of Total Cost for the
two basic schemes, assuming sale
of all products to the USA

Scheme I Scheme II
40,000 tons 120,000 tons
ilmenite/year ilmenite/year

1. Amortisation (variable
number of years 5> 10
and 20 on different ítems) 21,8 24.7

2. Labô ur and Management 24.6 12.7

3. Consumable Stores 7*4 8,7

4* Transport of products
within Uruguay 12.5 14.6

5» Marine Transport
including loading,
taxes, etc. in Monte-
video Port

Approximately 40/& of the last item is due to Montevideo Port
charges and taxes. At the time of preparing the evaluation report
(end of 1964) the calculated valué of the mixed concéntrate of heavy
minerals was US$ 22.00 per ton or approximately US$ 0 50 per ton of
sand on the ground. Due to a rise in the mineral prices the present
(end of 1965) valúes ansenearer to US$ 26,00 and USft 0.60 per ton, re-
spectively, but this has not solved the basic economic problem.

The fact that approximately 50/fc of the estimated costs is in
transport of products, taxes and handling charges, is a most crippling
factor and all the schemes which would tend to avoid or minimize this
should be more fully investigated. The amortisation item also appears
to require further study.

An independent re-assessment of production methods, marketing
possibilities and all the economic factors appears to be called for.

The expert would strongly recommend that ANCAP request the
assistance of an experienced heavy minerals consultant engineer through
the International Atomic Energy Agency of the United ÜFations to make
an independent survey of the whole problem and especially to advise
on production costs and markoting, and if possible to initiate pilot
plant production.
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The full economic background of a potential industry with an
apparent valué in the ground of about US| 500,000,000 should be most
seriausly and deeply examined.
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APPENDIX N o . 1

^ABLES_SHO¥ING_RESULTSJ)P CAEBORNfí__SCIMIILI:OMJTER SURVEY

TABLE 1

KILOMETRES SURVEYED AND ANOMALIES DISCOVERED PER 1:100,000 SURVEY SHEET

AT 10-feh DECEMBER, 1965

(Complete survey sheets cover 8,000 square kilometres.Incomplete sheets
overlapping the borders of the country are índica-ted by "i")

Sheet
No,

-

1.
2,
3.
4.
5o
6.
7.
8.
9*
10.
11.
12.
13.
14»
15.
16.
17.
18.
18A.
19,
20,
21.
22,
23,
23A,
24.
25.
26,
27-
28
29.
30.
31.
32.

(x)
(x)
u
(x)

(x)
U)
(x)

(x)
(x)

te)
(x)

(x)
(x)

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

Sheet Ñame

-

Bella Union
Artigas
Rincón de Pacheco
Salto
Celeste
Rivera
Lapuente
Queguay
Areiungua
Tacuarembó
Vichadero
Centurión
Paysandú
Gui oh ón
Rincón del Bonete
Meló
Rio BrajiCQ. .
Mercedes and
Vis caí no
Durazno
Sarandí del Yí
Treinta y Tres
Cebollatí
Rosario and
Nueva Palmira
San José de Mayo
Minas
Aiguá
Castillos
Colonia
Libertad
Pando
Rocha
Cabo Polonio

TOTALS & AVERAGE

Total Km.
Surveyed

90
141
~
93
24
101
—
177
117
396
15

175
100
344
185
. _—

168
259
361
337
52

289
397
417
440
128
63

1124
939
288

7720

An orna lies
Discovered

—
—
—
—

—
—
>-.
2

—
1
5
—

—
20
14
_

—
1
2
26
4

20
12
5
-

112

Anornalies
Checked

—
—
—

—
-
—
—
—

—
—
1
2

—

6
3
—

—
—
1
14
—
—
14
11
2
—

54

Anomalies
Recommended
for further

work

_
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—

1
2
—

—

4
2
—

—
—
1
6
—
—
1
3
2
-

22

The lower sheet numbers lie in the northern part of Uruguay and the higher
numbers in the south.
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE I I

KILOMETRES SURVEYED AND ANOMALÍSS Í)ISCOVERED RELATED TO GEOLOGICAL
FOHMA.TIONS

G e o l o g i c a l Fopmation-s • T o t a l Km. Anomalies n , ,
o , T.. , RecommendedSurveyed Disoovered „ „ .,J for further

work

1, Tre-Cambrian Crystalline Schists 2340 50 8
2* Pre-Cambrian granit ic gnéiss

and granites
3. Devonian sediments
4. Eo—Gondwana# Carboniferous

sediments
5, Eo-Gondwana# Permian sediments
6, Neo-Gondwana. Triassic sediments
7. Neo-Gondwana, Retico-Liss

Volcanics. Basalts
8, U, Cretaceous sediments
9« Oligocene. Queguay sediments
10# Miocene - Pliocene sediments
11* Pleistocene and Recent

sediments 1065

TOTALS & AVERAGE 7720 112 22

1938
165

362
261
146

643
465
20
285

58
1

3

-

—

—

10
1

3

-

—
—
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APPENDIX No. 2

MEMORÁNDUM TO THE COMISIÓN DE INVERSIONES Y DESARROLLO ECONÓMICO

(CIPE) COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT OF MINERAL RESOURCES, PRESENTED

IN MAY 1961?

Introduction

The United Nations report entitled "Los Recursos Naturales
en América Latina, su Conocimiento Actual e Investigaciones Necesarias
en este Campos I, Los Recursos Minerales", dated March 1963, notes
that many countries in South America 3uffer from deficiencies of
metáis and minerals such as are essential for the progress and develop-
ment of modern nations and that the cause of these deficiencies may
be lack of geological and mining knowledge rather than a real poverty
of metáis and minerals in these countries.

The situation suggested is particularly applicable to Uruguay
where the emphasis of the national economy has always been over-
whelmingly towards agricultural products and little attention has
ever been given to the possibility of developing mineral resources.

The fullest devolopment of a country's mineral potential must
always be to its advantage, whether the products are used for internal
consumption or exported for foreign exchange or whether the work is
done by a Government body or by prívate enterprise. It is therefore
recommended that attention be given to a prográmme of fundamental
studiesj leading to the exploration and development of the mineral
resources of Uruguay.

I. Inventory of Existing Information

The first step in any such prográmme should be an inventory
of all the presently existing znformation on the subject. Such a
report should cover the following pointss

(a) The state óf the geological mapping in the country.

(b) Summarize past prospection surveys for metáis and minerals,

(c) List the past mining history and production records of
all metáis and mineralso

(d) List the presently estimated ore reserves and production
costs of all products,

(e) Estimate the possible national requirements and consumption
of metáis and minerals known to occur in the country*

(f) Estimate the world marketing possibilities of such metáis
and minerals.
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(g) Investígate the stato of the various organizations involved
in mineral work. This should list annual operating budgets,
o-fcher financia! rosourceSj numbers and grades of staff,
housing and equipment.-

(h) fth© educational and training faoilities for personnel* likely
to be employ^d in mineral issources work should be fully in-
vestigated.

The preparation of a report of this nature might take some
months and would best be done by an mdependent cónsultant (either
from a reputable^-international consulting company or from the United
Nations) oalled ±¿i by CIDB and given complete accoss to all the
available information*

On completion of such an inventory, the independent cónsultant
Would then be in a position to make recommendations about the re—
guiréd scope and scale of a mineral resources programme suitablo for
Uruguay.

II. Probable Objeotives

On the basis of the recommendations of the inventory report
the detailed future programme should then be worked out and cost
estimated by Government Officers in collaboration with the consultant.
It is possible that the programme might cover the following principal
objectivess

(a) The preparation and publication of high quality basic
geological maps of the whole country, oonforming with
international standarcts and on a scale of 1s50,000.

(b) The prospection for, and the evaluation of any possible
metal and mineral resources in the country using all
available modern methods fcr such work. The order of
priority in such prospecting would appear from the in-
vontory study and from the basic geological mapping«,At
the present time, the various categories of mineral re-
sources and the possible priorities for additional work
cbuld be suggested as followss

Metals Non-metallics

1T Black sand deposits ]„ Limestone and cement
2. Iron and Manganese 20 Building stone
3» Nuclear raw materials 3. Ghemical group, phosphates, etc.
4. Precious metáis. Gold, etc. 4« Fuels
5. Base metáis, copper, lead, 5» Ornamentáis and semi—

zinc precious gems
6o Other metáis
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(c) The development, oxploiiration, production and marketing
of añy mineral resources proved in the second stage. This
might involve the actual operation being carried out by a
national organization or the encouragoment of ptrivate onter-
prise to invest in the mineral industry.

III. Organization

Such a programme could bost "be carried out by setting up, or
re-organizing and re-equipping two national organizations.

Organization MA" would be dasigned to cover the basic
geolog:cal mappingj the mineral prospecting and the
prelimmary evaluation programmes.

Organization "B" would cover the developmont, exploitation,
production and marketing of tho motal and mineral products
and supervise and control any prívate enterprisa production
in this field.

Organization "A" would, in all probability, be the existing
Instituto Geológico del Uruguay, expanded, rohoused, and re-equipped.
In order to Garry out oven a mínimum programmo of the type envisaged,
it is probable that the total staff would exceed 100 and that up to
50 of these would be gradúate geologists, enginoers and chemists. The
housing and equipment would have to be of a standard and quantity
sufficient to support a modorn organization of this type. Sufficient
funds shpuld be availablo for the organization to opérate up to a
modern international standard and to enable it to cali in consultants
and foreign companies to run specialized surveys on contracta

The final terms of responsibility of Organization MA" would be
taken to a pomt whero a metal o_? mineral deposit had boen discovered,
outlined and assessed and probable ore reserves defined and the
economic possibilities broadly outlinod. Beyond that point, further
development and exploitation would be handed over to Organization "B".

Qrganization " B % dosigned to cover tho dovelopment to market-
ing phase could, most suitably be in the form of one of the already
existing national organizations such as ANCAP. Tho tochnical staff
would be mamly mining engineers capable of doveloping and operating
any mineral property. Metal and mineral oconomists should also form
part of the staff so that tho products could be marketed in the most
efficient manner.

Such an organization would be more flexible than Organization
"A" as its size would dopend on the numbar of mining properties
op-erated. Axi essential requirement would be the ability to cali on
large capital resources for invostment in mine devolopment projeets.
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The eventual aim of such an organization would "bo to be self-
supporting and profit-making.

Logically, the new organization should take over from ANCAP
the Portland oement and blaok sand projeets and add to that, similar
developmonts of all other metal and mineral ocourronces in the country.

In addition to "boing a nationalized operating organization,
tho poasibility for private enterprise opsration in this fiold should
be allowed for and in such cases the organization should act as the
equivalent of a "Bureau of Mines", promoting, controlling and legis-
lating on private enterprise operations.

IV. Support Phase

Such a mineral resources programme pre-supposes ŝ everal es-
sential support projeets,, The two most urgent would bes

(a) Aerial Photographic Cover and Topcgraphic Maps - At the present
time, no up-to-date aerial photographs ñor large-scale topographic
maps of the whole country are available. This is an urgent reouire-
ment for many other purposes besides geological mapping. The need for
such basic material in agricultural soil research, general agriculture,
forestry, water resoürces and control, town and rural planning,trans-
port and Communications, etc. is considerable. The work might there-
fore be done on a national basis sepárate from the mineral resources
programme, but the geologioal mapping visualized as an essential pre—
liminary of the whole programme could not be done until such aerial
photographs and topographic maps were available.

(b) Education and Training of Geologists and Mining Engineers - At the
present time the University facilitie3 and courses are quite inadequate
to provide suitable staff for an expanded programme of geological
activity and mining work.

A preliminary support phase of the whole project would there-
fore be the setting up of University facilities to train geologists
and mining engineers. The present teaching facilities in this field
should be reviewed and rationalized into one Department or Faculty
for the teaching of geology, economic geology, mining engineering,
mineral dressing and related subjeets to cover all needs within the
country. Assistance in setting up such new Departments has been pro-
vided by the United Nations in other countries and might be con-
sidered in this case.

It is obviously an urgent first step in a mineral resources
programme as it would be at least four years after the start of the
teaching programme before the necessary new staff was bocoming available
for the two organization.
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V. General Polioy and Legislatipn

The existing mineral resourcos laws and taxation structures
should "be reviewed to give encouragement and protection to a new
mineral industry.

Besides the two. organizations mentioned above, private enter-
prise should be encouraged to opérate wherever possible in the mineral
field. This could be controlled by legislation to allow for private
mineral concessicxns and prospecting in addition to the work done by
Organization "A"« It should also be possiblc for private owners to
devolop and exploit properties parallel with Organization nBM. On the
other hand? lack of serious productive work by privato owners would
be penalizad and an obvious piece of legislation would be that mineral
coracessions where no work had been done for a number of years would
revert to the state.

Faoilitios should exist whereby Organization "B" could buy or
solí or léase properties. Ocourrences discovorod by Organization "A"
should automatically pass to Organization "B", but if it were not
convenient for the latter to exploit thom at that timo, they could be
offered to privato enterprise. Both organizations should provide
technical information and services to private ownors for the develop-
ment of their properties„

In some cases, Organization "B" might provide a garanteed
market for products or be the only buyer at a subsidized price, merely
to give initial encouragement to a young mineral industry. Government
subsidy ?nd controlled purchase of private gold production and nuclear
raw materials would be tho most obvious examples.

Summary - The development of a mineral resources programmo for
Uruguay might therefore havc the following phasess

1. The making of an inventory report oí all rolovant information
on mineral resourcos in the country at tho present time.

2. Basod on the findings of the invontory, a programme for the
devolopment of the mineral resources of the country would be
drawn up.

3. The setting up of University training facilitios to produce
gradúate personnel to staff the mineral resourcos programme.

4. The completion of aerial photographic and topographic mapping
surveys in conjunction with other intorosted organizations.

5. The setting-up or tho re-organization of an Organization "A"
so that it would be capable of the geological mapping of the
whole country and tho prospecting for? and evaluation of,
mineral resources up to the point of stating "probable"
economic ore reserves.
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6. Tho setting-up of an Organization "B" capable of developing,
exploiting, producing and markcting the mineral rosources
of the country.

7. The review of legislation and tax structures so as to give ©n-
couragement to and to control any parallel private enterprise
operations in the mineral resources field,

Notes The possibility of assistance from international organiáations
in this programme should be fully investigatod* The items 1 and 2,
above, that is, the taking of an inventory and the laying out of a
detailed programme, would be particularly adapted for United Nations
assistance. The setting-up of a new toaching department is another
field where United Nations assistance could be sought for a lonĝ -terra,
fivo or six year teaching programme. Cónsultant assistance fróm a
United Nations source might be useful in designing new legislation
and tax structures for a new industry. Tho possibility of calling on
specialized assistance in aerial photography, mapping and in various
prospeoting tochniques should also be borne in mindo

Signeds

J amo s C ame ron
D.Sc. M.I.M.M.

19th May 1966
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